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Abstract
Copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS) based technology is actively com-
peting in the global photovoltaic market with high conversion efficiency.
Commercial CIGS modules are anticipated to perform on rated output in the
field condition for 20 years. Potential induced degradation (PID) is considered as
one of the critical concerns among all the current reliability assessment issues.
PID accelerated tests have been performed on pre-commercial CIGS modules to
investigate reduction in electrical performance.We report the severe reduction in
electrical performance after PID is correlated to the microstructural and chem-
ical properties of the constituent materials. Under extreme PID stress, the cell
surface reveals various defects including crater formation. The aim of this article
is to explore the consequences of PID induced craters on the efficiency of CIGS
solar cells by investigating material degradation kinetics. In this perspective, we
present the root cause of PID inCIGS thin-filmmodules in relation tomicrostruc-
tural defects by detailed investigation using J-V analysis, field emission scanning
electron microscope (FESEM), Raman spectroscopy, X-Ray diffraction (XRD),
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and photoluminescence spectroscopy
(PL). This analysis can providemore effective and sustainable research strategies
to cultivate more efficient and reliable CIGS technologies in the long run.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last few decades, chalcopyrite copper indium gal-
lium diselenide (CIGS) based thin film technologies have
shown significant developments and penetration in the
commercial global market.[1] In addition, a high efficiency
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of 22.9% has been reported at cell level[2] and at com-
mercial module level it has reached up to 18.72%.[3] Con-
stant efforts have been made by industry and researchers
to minimize the cell to module efficiency gap.[4] How-
ever, a lot of attention is required to ensure the rated mod-
ule performance under operating field conditions. Under
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extreme environmental impact andhigh voltage stress con-
ditions, modules undergo mid-life failure which leads to
significant loss of efficiency within a short period of time
(much lower than rated warranty period). This effect is
known as potential induced degradation (PID).[5,6,7] The
coercive issues of PID mid-life failures raise a warning
alarm for industries to reveal the degradation mechanism
to constrain its larger impact on global PV investments. In
order tomake theCIGSmodule-based solar industrymuch
more competitive in a sustainable manner, PID analysis is
required to be investigated in-depth.
Surprisingly, only few reports have been communicated

on PID effect in CIGS solar cells till now. Previous studies
demonstrated the effect of glass substrates containing
different Na concentrations[8,9] and buffer layers[10] on
electrical performance of CIGS thin-film solar cells, to
examine PID susceptibility. Sodium (Na) migration and
its disturbance in concentration levels are found as the
key factor responsible to PID.[8,9,11,12] Light-induced Na
migration results in the formation of Na rich spots on zinc
oxide aluminum (ZnO:Al) surface and it reacts with atmo-
spheric species like oxygen, carbon and chlorine.[13,14]
Furthermore, the ingression of a darkening effect observed
in case of tin-oxide and ZnO has been attributed to Na
accumulation.[15] There are also reports on the effect of
alkali (Na, K) elements on the device performance under
damp heat and illumination conditions.[16,17] However,
the PID effect associated to material aspects with their
chemical kinetics have not been demonstrated yet in
detail. Although, there are various reports that suggest a
beneficial impact of Na on the performance of CIGS solar
cells at lower concentration such as:[18–21] (1) a moderate
level of Na concentration (0.1%) improves the grain size
of the CIGS, crystal structure quality and orientations
(122) by passivation of grain boundaries, (2) it enhances
hole concentration and conductivity by creating NaCu
type acceptor defects, (3) it reduces non-radiative centers
located at the grain boundaries, (4) it yields the Cu-
deficient surface which reduces interfacial recombination
found to be beneficial for cell performances. However, a
detrimental effect starts when a higher Na concentration
beyond 0.1% enters into CdS buffer layer puncturing
heterojunction of the device.
While most of earlier studies demonstrated either the

impact of alkali elements or stability variation on the
CIGS performance, but the root cause of PID in thin-film
modules under extreme conditions is yet investigated in-
depth.[6,11] Here we report the first study on the identifi-
cation of craters formation under PID of CIGS solar cell.
Moreover, the degradation kinetics have been explained
in relation with microstructural defects by detailed inves-
tigation using J-V analysis, FESEM, Raman spectroscopy,

XRD, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and PL on
commercial CIGS solar cells. Furthermore, the root cause
of PID and the consequences of crater formation on electri-
cal performance of the CIGS solar cells have been explored
in detail.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1 Fabrications and experimental
set-up

Pre-commercial CIGS solar cells have been taken for
this study. The cell stack consisted of soda lime glass
(SLG)/Molybdenum (Mo)/CIGS absorber layers/cadmium
sulphide (CdS) buffer layer/Zinc oxide (ZnO). The Mo
layer was deposited on SLG by DC-sputtering, CIGS
absorber layers were co-evaporated on Mo-coated soda-
lime glass (SLG) following the three-stage process, CdS
buffer layer grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD),
ZnO bilayers and contact grids were deposited on to these
absorbers. All the samples were exposed to high voltage
stress of 1000 V at 85◦C in a climate chamber for 70 hours.
The positive andnegative terminal of the cellswere shorted
and connected to the negative terminal of the high volt-
age supply. The positive terminal of the high voltage power
supply was connected to a silver foil placed on the device
on the glass side.

2.2 Material characterizations

To explore extreme reduction in J-V performance after
PID treatment, the surface morphology was performed
on initial and after PID treatment using FESEM, Carl
Zeiss, ultra-55, 1–20 kV Oxford Instruments. Furthermore,
to investigate the changes in structural phases after PID
exposure, XRDmeasurements were carried out with PAN-
alytical’s MDP X’Pert-Pro instrument using a 1D PIXcel
detector in the Bragg-Brentano configuration with a step
size of 0.013◦ and 400 seconds acquisition time per step.
In addition, Micro-Raman analysis was performed using
Renishaw inVia system with an excitation laser beam
of 532 nm, to detect multi-phase extreme deteriorated
regions. The compositional and chemical analysis have
been performed using XPS, multi technique surface anal-
ysis system (Scienta-Omicron, Germany). Photolumines-
cence intensity and carrier life time decay measurements
(PL) were carried out using an Edinburgh FLS980-d2d2
spectrometer. The excitation arm of the system was
equipped with a xenon lamp (450 W). The emission arm
was equipped with a standard visible PMT detector.
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F IGURE 1 (A) J-V characteristics of CIGS solar cells measured under simulated AM 1.5, 100 mW cm−2 illuminations for initial and after
PID, (B) initial surface of CIGS solar cell and (C) after PID exposure cell surface

TABLE 1 CIGS solar cell performance parameters of initial and after PID treatment

Conditions Jsc [mA] VOC [V] Rs [Ω] Rsh [Ω] FF [%] η [%]
Initial 26.68 0.67 0.8 10,000 66 12
PID 27.56 0.15 1.5 8.7 37 1.5

Abbreviation: PID, potential induced degradation.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Current-voltage (J-V) characteristics
of PID affected cells

In order to investigate the effect of high voltage stress of
1000 V at 85◦C on CIGS solar cells, J-V performances were
measured for the initial case and after PID as shown in
Figure 1A. The related photovoltaic performance param-
eters are shown in Table 1. The PID-treated CIGS solar cell
shows a dramatic deterioration in electrical performance
as compared to the initial performance. The initial solar
cell exhibited JSC of 26.68mAcm−2, VOC of 0.67V, FF of
66% and efficiency (η) of 12 %, respectively. The PID treated
solar cell demonstrated a drastic reduction in performance
as VOC was reduced from 0.67 to 0.15 V, FF decreased from
66% to 37% and η was reduced to 1.6% after 70 hours. The
reduction in performance parameters was dominated by a
drastic change in series resistance (RS) and parallel resis-
tance (RSh) after PID. RS and RSh values changed from
0.015 to 0.15 Ω and 103 to 150 Ω, respectively. Furthermore,
visual inspection demonstrated that the cell’s surface color
changed from blue to random dark black patches after the

PID treatment. The change in color may shed light on dif-
ferent microstructural features associated to extreme dete-
rioration of efficiency under PID.

3.2 Microstructural analysis of PID cells

The surface morphology of the CIGS thin-film solar cells
for initial samples and PID stressed samples are shown in
Figure 2. It can be seen from Figure 2A that an initial cell
surface shows a uniform grain distribution. Conversely,
Figure 2B shows a non-uniform and defected surface after
the PID treatment of 70 hours. In addition, stretch marks
have been observed under low magnification at different
regions on the PID treated cell’s surface, which can be
clearly seen in Figure 2C-E. Moreover, the deteriorated
surface reveals craters on the PID treated cell surface as
shown in Figure 2F-H. The craters pronounced extreme
microstructural deformation. Hereafter, EDS analysis has
been performed near and within the regions of craters
to analyze the presence of associated elements in the
deformed regions. A major change in the atomic con-
centration of O and Zn have been observed on the crater
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F IGURE 2 FESEM images of top-view of CIGS solar cell at initial and after PID at 1000 V at 85◦C for 70 hours (A) initial cell surface
microstructure. (B-E), PID treated cell defected surface reveals micro features. (F-H) ring like micro craters formation on surface for PID
treated cell (I) Cross-section SEM image of initial and (J) PID treated CIGS solar cell

ring compared to inside crater due extreme compressive
strain experienced by the material under PID (see Fig-
ure S1 and Table S1). Further, Figure 2I and J shows the
cross-sectional view of CIGS solar cell before and after the
PID. The granular structure of CIGS layer with no major
change has been observed after PID.

3.3 Compositional study of PID affected
cells

The surface compositional analysis of CIGS solar cells for
initial sample and after PID treatment has been investi-
gated to probe the evident changes observed from surface
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F IGURE 3 Surface chemical analysis of CIGS solar cell for initial and after PID. (A-B), XPS peak of Zn 2p1/2 and 2p3/2, O 1s respectively,
obtained from initial surface of CIGS solar cell. (C-E), XPS peak of Zn 2p1/2 and 2p3/2, O 1s and Na 1s, respectively, obtain

morphology of PID treated cell. The XPS spectra of Zn 2p
and O 1s elements were obtained at their respective bind-
ing energies at 1044.70 eV, 1021.90 eV and 530.30 eV for ini-
tial sample as shown in Figure 3A andB respectivelywhich
is in accordance with reported literature.[22] In contrast,
XPS spectra for PID treated cells depict an extra at 1072 eV
associated to Na 1s elemental peak along with Zn and O
peak as denoted by D-O 1s and D-Na 1s in Figure 3D and
E, respectively. No significant change has been observed
for Zn 2p peak position as compared to initial as shown
in Figure 3C. Here, we avoid performing any kind of etch-
ing treatment in order to perceive real spectra of the rele-
vant elements after the PID treatment. The changes of the
surface chemical composition induced by Na can be fur-
ther corroborated with change in color of the defected sur-
face where, the Na atoms are more likely to form bonds
with O, Mo and S under PID. The presence of Na owed to
new chemical compound formation of Na2O, Na2SO4 and
Na2MoO4 on the surface as shown in Figure 3 F which
altered surface composition after PID treatment. In pre-
vious reports, Na incorporation has been shown to play a
key role towards the progression of PID-s for c-Si.[23,24] A
high concentration of Na has appeared due to their drift
under the high electric field (2 × 105 V m-1), wherein Na+
ions accelerate from back glass by breaking their dangling
bonds with SiO2. The electric force (eE, where e represents
electron charge and E represents the electric field) leads
to forward movement of Na+ in the direction of electric
field from lower glass substrate towards ZnO layer through

CIGS. Availability of O atoms in ZnO leads to formation
of Na-O bond and thus annihilation of Na concentration
take place, which provides the necessary driving force for
the diffusion of Na+ 15. Concentration of Na+ within ZnO
layer builds up with respect to time due to drift and dif-
fusion processes. During this build up Na+ ions puncture
the heterojunction of CIGS/CdS layer, which results in a
higher leakage current path across the device and leads
to a lower shunt resistance.[23] Further, the presence of
Na+ reduces the energy split of quasi-Fermi levels by cre-
ating excess recombination centers in the heterojunction
which manifests lower open-circuit voltage. Comparative
higher concentration of Na+ modifies the surface mor-
phology and chemical composition of ZnO as well as CIGS
layer towards deterioration of the electrical performance.
Extreme defect feature such as surface craters have been
critically discussed in next sections.

3.4 Crystallographic analysis of PID
affected cells

The XRD patterns of the initial and PID treated CIGS solar
cells are shown in Figure 4. The dominant peaks at 2θ of
28.17◦, 36◦, 46.0◦, 54.25◦ belong to (112), (211), (204)/(220)
and (116)/(312) orientations of polycrystalline chalcopyrite
CIGS structure, respectively. In both the cases, initial and
after PID show similar characteristic diffraction peaks of
CIGS absorber except one extra peak at 37◦ for PID treated
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F IGURE 4 XRD patterns of CIGS solar cell for initial before
PID and after PID treatment

cell. An extra peak at 37◦ generated due to PID effect cor-
responds to the formation of MoSe2 under the presence
of Na ions.[25,26] Various reports suggest the formation of
MoSe2 layers between CIGS and Mo due to the presence
of Na.[26–28] In addition, change in intensities have been
observed for PID treated samples. The intensity of themost
dominant (112) phase found to be almost half after the
PID treatment compared to the initial sample. The max-
imum peak intensity ratio of I(112)/I(220/204) decreases
after PID from 1.85 to 1.65, which indicates the change in
crystallinity of CIGS absorber layers under Na migration.
The Na induced structural and compositional changes in
CIGS absorber layer is consistent with the results reported
elsewhere in the literature.[29,30] The different phase and
chemical identifications for deteriorated material can be
easily detected by Raman analysis as discussed in the sub-
sequent sections, which could not be easily distinguishable
by XRD scattering peaks.[31]

3.5 Raman and optical analysis of PID
affected cells

Raman and optical microscopic analysis have been per-
formed to provide an insight towards chemically deformed
phases present in the extremely defected regions, espe-
cially in the craters. Figure 5 demonstrates Raman spectra
of initial and defected cell surfaces. Regions-I, II, III, and
IVmarked in Figure 5A and B can be clearly distinguished
in order to explain deterioration ofmaterial under PID. Fig-
ure 5C shows the variation in intensity as compared to the
initial cell surface. The deviation in intensities indicates
structural and compositions alteration induced under PID.
The most dominant characteristic peak at 174 cm−1 is
attributed to A1 mode of lattice vibration for chalcopyrite
CIGS layer.[32] The peak intensity of A1 mode increases
and shifts from 174 cm−1 (for initial surface) to 176 cm−1

for region-I, which signifies microstructural defected sur-
face outside the craters as shown in Figure 5D. The blue
shift also signifies that the material experiences compres-
sive strain after PID treatment.[33] Second most dominant
peak at 296 cm−1 associated with A1 mode refers to the
small amount of S remaining in the absorber layer during
selenization.[30] Figure 5E also shows a blue shift from 296
to 300 cm−1 with significant decrease in intensity which
is attributed to compressive strain and crystal disorder
induced by Na incorporation. In addition, craters repre-
sented by region-II and III reflect dramatically low inten-
sity as compared to main characteristic peak, which is
blue shifted from 174 to 177 cm−1 as compared to initial as
shown in Figure 5D. Further, for II and III regions, sec-
ond A1mode shift has been observed from 296 to 302 cm−1

as shown in Figure 5G confirms the high order compres-
sive strain inside the material that limits the phonon-
phonon vibrations and lowers the scattering intensity of
the material.[33] These occurrences can be corroborated to
extreme deterioration of CIGS structure. Similarly, region
IV reflects blue shift from 296 to 304 cm−1 as compared
to initial which also indicates the existence of compressive
strain for CdS phase at expense of very low intense CIGS
A1 phase.
Figure 6 showsPL spectra of initial andPID treatedCIGS

solar cell. The PL emission intensity found to decrease
dramatically after PID. PL spectra can be acquired to
understand the recombination of charge carriers and their
trapping. The nominal band-gap (Eg) of the CIGS can
be estimated in range of 1.20–1.25 eV from the group III
elemental composition ratio of 0.4%.[34] PL emission is
attributed to mainly recombination of the free charge
carriers.[34] The PL emission peaks for initial material
has been observed around 1.0–1.2 eV which represents
a prominent emission peak. In contrast, the emission
intensity reduced significantly for PID treated cell due to
an excessive Na migration that induced microstructural
defects underlying a complex mechanism after PID,
resulting in a loss of radiative recombination. This loss can
be due to the altered chemical composition resulting from
Na-induced diffusion of Cu, In and Ga elements.[35,36,37]
In addition, the extreme deterioration may be owing to a
dramatic change in a stoichiometric ratio of Cu/(In+Ga)
alteration[35] and a possible deviation in crystal structure.
In addition, previous studies have shown that copper
vacancies (VCu−) are occupied by Na+ and thus a high
concentration of NaCu point defects exist at the grain
boundaries.[27,37,38] The defect pairs of [NaCu VCu]− and
[NaCu 2VCu]2− have been found stable.[39,40] According to
recent report[38,40] the formation of {[IIICu VCu]+ [NaCu
VCu]−} defect super complexes enhances the In/Ga inter-
diffusion in the CIGS crystal which altered the band-gap
profile.
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(A)
(C)

(D) (E)

(F) (G)(B)

F IGURE 5 Raman shifts of microstructural defected crater (A-B) Raman optical images of PID treated solar cell at -1000 V, 85◦C over
70 hours. (C) comparative analysis of different defected regions of craters. D-E, Raman shift of chalcopyrite CIGS after PID and (F-G) Raman
shifts of the micro-craters

F IGURE 6 (A) Photoluminescence spectra of initial and PID treated cell (B) Schematic representation of degradation mechanism
induced by craters under high voltage stress

4 CONCLUSION

It is evident from recent reports that PID mid-life failure
is a challenging issue for PV industries. This needs imme-
diate attention in order to address dramatic reduction in
electrical performance degradation of commercial CIGS
PV modules. In this article morphological and chemical
composition analysis have been reported to investigate
fundamental issues behind the onset of material degra-
dation that lead to a drastic reduction in efficiency. The
micro-craters on the cell surface observed for the first
time after PID have been associated with the crucial mod-
ification in elemental and surface composition affecting
overall device performance. Na induced defects enhances
complex interdiffusion kinetics and the formation of new
compounds results in deformation of material to such an
extent that changes the energy band profile. The change
in band profile promotes recombination and results in
significant reduction in open circuit voltage from 0.67 to

0.15 V. This study provides a better understanding of PID
failures and their consequences on material properties
which can further support the development of effective
strategies for PID-free technologies on an industrial
scale.
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